The AFS accessory will assure that parts are not dropped should the pneumatic pressure fail. Either an encompassing jaw system or jaws with compliance must be used with this accessory. Some movement of the jaws will occur as pressure fails.

Specifications

Closing Force @ Full Open . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 lbs. (111N)
Closing Force @ Full Close . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 lbs. (67N)
Weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.97 lbs. (1.35kg)
Minimum Operating Pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 psi (415kPa)